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introduction

in ThE largEST air BaTTlE of the jet age, beginning June 9th 1982 
over the Beqaa Valley in eastern Lebanon, Israeli warplanes destroyed 
all of Syria’s 19 anti-aircraft batteries in the area and shot down 82 
Syrian fighter jets. The Israeli air force lost just a single aircraft in the 
conflict, known as the Lebanon war. “It was a real turkey shoot,” says 
Martin van Creveld, an Israeli military historian. Syria fought with 
Soviet fighter jets, anti-aircraft guns and radar systems. Israel fought 
with mostly American and Israeli warplanes and kit.

The rout of Syria’s air force with “a concert” of Western military 
technologies has had far-reaching consequences, says David Ivry, head 
of the Israeli air force during the war. Syria and other rivals of Israel 
“lost the illusion that they could win a big war against Israel,” says 
Mr Ivry, also a former ambassador to the United States and now head 
of the Israeli division of Boeing, an American defence giant. Syria 
scaled back its ambitions, largely limiting its goal to gaining control of 
the Israeli-occupied parts of the Golan Heights. No air force has since 
challenged the Israelis in open battle. With little chance of defeating 
Israel’s armed forces, foes have shifted focus to beefing up arsenals of 
ground-launched missiles and rockets that could reach cities.

More broadly, the dramatic display of Western military technolo-
gies contributed to the demise of the Soviet Union less than a decade 
later, Mr Ivry says. Soviet officials including Mikhail Gorbachev, leader 
from 1985, increasingly realised that the Soviet Union and its client 
states would be at a serious technological disadvantage in conven-
tional warfare against a Western enemy. The perestroika reforms failed 
to reverse the Soviet Union’s economic and technological decline. 
Defence technologies do more than play a big role in determining 
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x ModErn warfarE, inTElligEncE and dETErrEncE

which conflicts turn bloody and who wins: they reshape the political 
world.

This book is a collection of articles published in The Economist 
about the workings and repercussions of emerging warfare and intel-
ligence technologies. They encompass a broad range of technologies, 
from laser guns to weaponised computer worms, and from liquid 
body armour to intelligence-analysis software. Articles are grouped 
thematically, in chapters, not chronologically. The chapters them-
selves are grouped into five parts: “Land and sea”, “Air and space”, 
“The computer factor”, “Intelligence and spycraft” and “The road 
ahead”. A short introduction precedes each part.

This selection of articles, some lightly edited, provides a unique 
briefing on war and peace in the electronic age. Examining matters 
from the technology side, it turns out, brings a range of insights into 
focus. For a start, the spread of new defence and intelligence tech-
nologies will make wars easier to start but generally smaller than the 
horrific conflagrations of the last century.

During the cold war, the nuclear-arms race made war increas-
ingly unthinkable. In contrast, today’s arms races in robotics and 
computer technologies are making war increasingly thinkable, says 
John Arquilla, head of a PhD programme in computerised weaponry 
at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. Remotely 
piloted “hunter-killer” drones, such as America’s Reaper, make it far 
easier to launch an attack without the military or political risks of 
putting boots on foreign soil. Mr Arquilla, a former adviser to Donald 
Rumsfeld, a secretary of defence under George W. Bush, is a strong 
advocate of remote-controlled and automated weaponry. Even so, he 
urges caution. Robotics bring a “great temptation” – launching attacks 
without the risk of putting troops on the ground or pilots in the air. 
Succumbing can end up starting an unwise war.

But technology can also make wars less deadly. Defeating a fight-
ing force that uses rudimentary technology may require killing a large 
portion of its soldiers – the bloodbaths of America’s civil war and the 
first world war attest to that. As fighting forces modernise, battles are 
often won with proportionately less killing.
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 Introduction xi

Fighting the system 
Technology can transform wars of attrition into less bloody “system 
against system” fighting, in the words of Richard Rowe, a former 
American army general who served in both the 1991 and 2003 Iraq 
wars, and who was stationed in occupied Baghdad. A system only 
functions if its elements function. Destroy enough elements of that 
system – a modern army’s kit and infrastructure, or specialists needed 
to operate it – and the force cannot keep fighting. And winning with 
less fighting, and therefore less destruction, well serves a belligerent 
seeking to occupy a country, be it with good intentions or bad.

Air power can help disrupt an enemy’s fighting system. An attacker 
may be able to fly behind enemy lines to destroy critical equipment 
– rather than shoot its way through troops on the ground. In 1991 
and 2003 the American-led coalitions blew up Iraqi command-and-
control facilities, making it difficult for the enemy to muster a defence. 
The terrifying accuracy of air strikes in both wars convinced many 
soldiers to surrender.

In one 2003 incident, recounted to American officials by Iraqi 
survivors, armoured units that had stalled during a thick sandstorm 
assumed they could not be seen by American warplanes. But new 
“synthetic aperture” radar systems mounted on large American air-
craft discovered and pinpointed the vehicles. “Lo and behold, bombs 
started coming through the sandstorm,” says Barry Watts, a former 
US Air Force lieutenant-colonel and Pentagon official. Spooked, many 
soldiers abandoned their vehicles and melted away into the popula-
tion. The armoured units had not been completely destroyed, but 
what had been was the will to fight of many untargeted units, says 
Mr Watts.

Saddam Hussein’s army of 380,000 (not counting reservists) was 
defeated with only around 10,800 Iraqi combatant deaths. For an 
imperfect comparison, consider the first world war. Troops in trenches 
had little communications gear and mobility. Massed together, sol-
diers were easier to target. Fighting required little specialised technical 
expertise, so soldiers were mostly interchangeable and fresh con-
scripts could quickly replace the fallen. And it was hard for discour-
aged soldiers to surrender or sneak away. The central powers were 
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not defeated until more than half of their 25.2m fielded troops were 
killed or wounded.

Theorists call the shift from attrition warfare to system-disruption 
warfare the “revolution in military affairs”. Precision weaponry is at 
its heart. Because military targets are generally small, hitting them 
with dumb bombs during the second world war was difficult. So 
cities were bombed instead. Carpet-bombing was justified as an effec-
tive way to weaken a country’s will to fight. But the practice was pro-
gressively abandoned or discredited as accuracy improved. The mere 
existence of precision munitions may well result in less killing even 
in conflicts in which no belligerent has them. Standards are higher 
today, so leaders who fear accusations of war crimes have an added 
inducement to shun indiscriminate attacks.

Choose your own weapon 
Who will benefit from new weaponry? Arms considered “asymmet-
ric” provide advantages for technological underdogs, giving them 
more opportunities to attack a better-equipped foe – much in the 
way suicide bombers have been used to kill soldiers wielding more 
sophisticated weaponry. Weaker forces stepped up efforts to obtain 
asymmetric weapons following the 1991 Gulf war, when it became 
clear that it would be difficult to fight Western armed forces on their 
terms. An exported Russian anti-ship missile and a Chinese anti-ship 
missile in development epitomise this quest for asymmetric advan-
tages. It is easier to hit a warship than to build and defend one.

Russia’s Sizzler missile can be launched from a ship, aircraft, sub-
marine, or land battery. It can fly 300km with its final sprint at three 
times the speed of sound – farther and far faster than the top Western 
fare. One arms-market consultant describes the Sizzler as “a future 
kaboom”. The missile manoeuvres to avoid being shot down, and 
American officials fear it could slip through the defences of a sophis-
ticated warship.

The Sizzler has been exported to India and China (where a 
souped-up version is being developed). At least four other coun-
tries have expressed interest in or purchased the Sizzler. Officials 
decline to reveal if Iran has Sizzlers, which could be launched from 
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 Introduction xiii

its Russian-made Kilo submarines. However, a naval-systems expert 
with knowledge of the Israel Defence Forces and their operations says 
that the indications are that Israel believes Iran has the Sizzler. The 
manufacturer is marketing a four-missile launch package disguised in 
a commercial shipping container. A non-state group that installed it 
on a big lorry would secure what is perhaps the most fearsome rogue 
firepower in history.

China is developing a large anti-ship missile that could upset the 
military balance of power even more than the Sizzler. The Dong-
Feng 21 (literally, “east wind”) ballistic missile, with a range of about 
1,500km, is being modified to re-enter the atmosphere, diving at about 
2km a second, to destroy an aircraft carrier with conventional explo-
sives. Mark Stokes, a former China and Taiwan expert in the office 
of the US secretary of defence, says a successful test would “send off 
shockwaves through the international community”.

These anti-ship missiles illustrate the tendency of new weapons 
to spark arms races. Shooting down the Dong-Feng 21 would be dif-
ficult, says Mr Stokes, so America has an incentive to develop better 
spy technologies and weaponry to quickly locate and destroy mobile 
ground launchers. Submarine construction has boomed, especially 
in Asia, as surface ships have become more vulnerable. Investment 
in anti-submarine technology has produced super-fast torpedoes pro-
pelled with a rocket instead of a propeller.

Weaponry can be militarily formidable but a political liability. 
Robert Gates, America’s secretary of defence to the end of June 2011, 
has expressed reluctance to build new carriers because of the increas-
ing threats from anti-ship missiles. Politically, however, the weapons 
appear to be strengthening America’s hand. To China’s dismay, some 
of America’s allies in Asia are pressing the United States to step up its 
defence co-operation and diplomatic activity in the region, says Ramli 
Nik, a former Malaysian defence attaché to the UN.

Although asymmetric weaponry is apt to give underdogs an edge, 
rich democracies stand to benefit most, on balance, from other new 
defence technologies. Western soldiers, accustomed to greater per-
sonal freedom than those from authoritarian societies, tend to be 
innovative problem-solvers good at seizing fleeting opportunities in 
combat. This cultural factor would not have given Western forces a 
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big advantage in the trench warfare of old, when courage and blind 
obedience were paramount. (Infantry in the first world war were 
often given shots of liquor before orders to charge enemy lines.) But 
much new defence technology, predominantly designed in the West, 
will increasingly harness the cultural advantage of Western armies.

The West’s forte of individual initiative helps explain the trounc-
ing of Syria’s aviation during the Lebanon war, says Mr Ivry, the 
former head of the Israeli air force. Beyond the handicap of fighting 
with inferior technology, the Syrian pilots were neither permitted, nor 
mentally prepared, to deviate from rigid Soviet dogfighting doctrine, 
he says. Israeli pilots were therefore better able to anticipate Syrian 
manoeuvres. Intelligence was continuously radioed to Israeli pilots, 
helping them change tactics as they saw fit.

Getting the picture 
Technology will increasingly boost soldiers’ ability to assimilate 
intelligence. The US Navy is developing wearable systems to display 
tactical intelligence superimposed on the real world. The Battlefield 
Augmented Reality System, as it is called, displays graphics on a see-
through visor. As the wearer moves, a computer uses data from a 
compass, accelerometer, gyroscope and GPS device to reposition the 
graphics so they “stick” on the right part of the real world. Informa-
tion displayed could include street names, colour-coded arrows to 
facilitate an assault or retreat, information about a building’s inhabit-
ants, or the location of friendly soldiers on the other side of a wall.

Even the position of a sniper could be displayed: microphone 
arrays mounted on vehicles and even helmets can triangulate a shoot-
er’s location from the sounds of shots and whizzing bullets. Mark 
Livingston, head of the research at the Naval Research Laboratory 
in Washington, DC, calls it “X-ray vision”. His team has researched 
“3-D ink” writing methods that would allow soldiers to paint virtual 
symbols or text on the real world which could be read by soldiers 
who arrive later. Researchers at the University of Washington in 
Seattle are even developing “on eye” augmented-reality displays by 
embedding light-emitting diodes in contact lenses.

NATO soldiers are now receiving so much tactical intelligence 
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that even command chains are being modified, says Jan van Hoof, 
formerly the top Dutch commander in Afghanistan. Soldiers at the 
bottom of command chains are being given more freedom to inno-
vate to squeeze greater advantage from fresh intelligence, says Mr van 
Hoof, now an official at NATO’s Joint Air Power Competence Centre 
in Kalkar, Germany. Russia’s army is making improvements in this 
area, he says, but armed forces in China, North Korea and authoritar-
ian countries in the Middle East remain at a disadvantage.

The advent of defence technologies can raise weighty questions. 
The MPR-500, an Israeli bomb, can punch through several storeys of 
a building and explode on a chosen floor. Now that this bomb exists, 
should an air force be condemned if it flattens a four-storey building 
housing a target thought to be on the second floor? What if a country 
makes little effort to gather this sort of detailed targeting information? 
More broadly, as new precision bombs are produced, should the sale 
of dumber bombs be increasingly restricted? If a type of bomb has 
been banned by a weapons convention, can a signatory fight along-
side an allied non-signatory that uses the bomb?

In some instances advancing technologies create opportunities for 
conflict. Countries thought now to have ground-based lasers power-
ful enough to temporarily “dazzle” remote-sensing satellites include 
America, Britain, France, Israel, Japan and Russia. French satellites 
have been temporarily blinded several times by lasers fired from 
inside China. It appears that the satellites’ sensitive optical sensors 
were not permanently damaged. But had they been, an act that a 
culprit might claim to be a laser science experiment could be judged 
by the victim nation to be an act of war.

Political leaders must keep this in mind. The European Space 
Policy Institute advises politicians not to publicly define the “red line” 
between a laser flash that merely dazzles a satellite sensor and a beam 
that, perhaps lingering, actually damages it. Located in Vienna and 
funded by the Austrian government, the institute provides indepen-
dent political consulting on space politics to European governments. 
Kai-Uwe Schrogl, the institute’s director, says maintaining face-saving 
political wriggle room could prevent a failure in a satellite’s electron-
ics from triggering armed conflict.

Advanced technology, for all its prowess, cannot guarantee a 
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decisive advantage. Unsophisticated sea mines, for instance, can 
threaten an aircraft carrier. A former commander of a US Navy air-
craft-carrier group, recounting one tense naval patrol in the Middle 
East, says that he was more worried about mines – which could be 
pushed off a fishing boat at night – than anti-ship missiles. If fighting 
has not begun, he says, a commander cannot “put a bubble around 
the ship” to keep seemingly civilian boats away.

Even faith in technology can be a problem. Foreign salesmen have 
sold security forces in Afghanistan and Iraq bomb-detection devices 
that resemble a car antenna on a handle. The wands are supposed 
to twitch like a divining rod if pointed at explosives, but American 
officials have called the gizmo a scam. On October 25th 2009 a bomb 
explosion in Baghdad killed more than 150 people. It later emerged 
that the bomb had probably been smuggled past a checkpoint where 
wands were used.

The wands are marketed by “a whole different level of morally 
offensive immoral” fly-by-night businessmen, says Hal Bidlack, a 
retired US Air Force lieutenant-colonel who studied the scientific 
validity of defence co-operation proposals for America’s State Depart-
ment. But without the customers’ unqualified belief in the power of 
technology, the wands would never have been purchased and used.

Mind over matter 
In the summer of 1944 German soldiers in Italy began receiving letters 
offering free morale-boosting sex when they were back in Germany 
on leave. Soldiers were instructed to stick a logo from the printed 
letter on a glass while drinking at bars or cafés near train stations. 
Patriotic members of the Association of Lonely War Women, the letter 
read, would notice the logo and offer services to support the soldiers’ 
“heroic struggle”. At end of the letter, written in German, soldiers 
were told there was no need to feel guilty: their wives, lovers and 
sisters back home were similarly lending themselves to the war effort.

The letters had been printed in Rome by America’s OSS, a secret 
service that later became the Central Intelligence Agency. They were 
a morale-busting weapon of psychological warfare. But there was a 
problem. Sneaking the letters into the Wehrmacht’s postal system 
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 Introduction xvii

was difficult. One method involved dropping mailbags on bombed 
supply trains. The subversive letters, it was hoped, would eventually 
be unwittingly mixed in with authentic letters from Germany.

Electronic communications have helped sidestep such message-
delivery snags. In the run-up to the 2003 Gulf war, Iraqi command-
ers received e-mails suggesting that not fighting would be better than 
dying. During the 2006 war against Hizbullah forces in Lebanon, 
Israel sent bogus news flashes to mobile phones to demoralise the 
militia’s supporters. Israel also pirated Hizbullah’s al-Manar satellite-
TV signal and inserted humiliating programming. In efforts to defeat 
Muammar Qaddafi’s forces in Libya, NATO has replaced regime radio 
with psychological-warfare broadcasting.

“Munitions of the mind” can partly replace physical attacks. 
Herbert Friedman, a former US Army sergeant-major and psycholog-
ical-warfare specialist, says that using “psy-ops” to prep the area of 
a brewing battle results in more surrendering and less killing. A sus-
tained psychological-warfare campaign, he says, helps explain why 
Iraqi conscripts “just quit in droves” during the first Gulf war. Psycho-
logical operations can provide an even greater edge in irregular wars 
fought “among the people”. In such wars, victory involves winning 
popular support more than militarily dominating clearly defined bat-
tlefields, which often do not even exist.

The pursuit of military supremacy has produced horrific tech-
nologies. Russia’s “Father of All Bombs”, the biggest conventional- 
explosives device publicly known, would flatten many city blocks. 
Nuclear warheads threaten greater destruction. One type, designed to 
emit a pulse of electromagnetic energy from above the atmosphere, 
could fry computers and electronics across a continent. The pulse 
itself would not kill people, but many millions would die in the first 
year of societal breakdown following a single detonation above the 
central United States, according to the EMP Commission, a group 
assembled by the American Congress to evaluate the threat. The chal-
lenge, then, is to ensure that military know-how leads not to such 
nightmares, but rather to fewer and less deadly conflicts.
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part 1

Land and sea

a Shallowly BuriEd BoMB is more deadly in damp soil than in 
dry soil. Water molecules, being tightly packed, resist compression, so 
moisture underneath the blast reflects more of its force upwards. Clay 
soils provide for a bigger punch, too – clay’s fine-grained hydrated alu-
minium silicates also resist compression. Some insurgents in Afghani-
stan are figuring out these and other fundamentals of soil mechanics, 
bomb-emplacements suggest, says Steve Holland, head of SJH Proj-
ects, a British company that fits blast-absorption armour to the under-
side of military vehicles. A bomb blast in dry soil that would lift and 
drop a vehicle might, in wet soil, toss and flip it, he says.

A type of makeshift bomb that takes a different approach uses 
an explosion to shape a disc of copper into a lump propelled with 
enough force to smash through tank armour. The upshot is that with 
a dose of know-how, less-sophisticated technology can become for-
midable – and especially so in land warfare.

This is one of the points made in the first part of this book, which 
is a selection of articles about technologies for war on land and at sea, 
respectively the first and second domains of warfare. (Air, space and 
computing became the third, fourth and fifth domains of warfare in 
the 20th century.) The technologies explored are myriad, be it rubber 
tracks for tanks, light-emitting-diode camouflage or shoulder-fired 
missiles. They cast light on a wide range of matters, from the emerg-
ing “military-consumer complex” to moral quandaries pushed to 
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the surface by technological one-upmanship – as laser guns and an 
ingeni ous type of vehicle armour demonstrate.

For millennia new weapons have spurred the development of 
counter-systems, which have led to counter-counter-systems. From 
spears, then, to laser guns – “the big new innovation domain today 
in defence”, says Xavier Rolin, a former admiral in the French navy. 
Laser weaponry is being developed to detonate roadside bombs from 
afar, shoot down incoming barrages of artillery shells, and protect 
ships from ever-faster missiles. In mid-2010 Raytheon, an American 
defence company, demonstrated a ship-mounted laser gun by shoot-
ing down a drone.

The moral of the story 
Billed as an inexpensive way to destroy inanimate objects, laser guns 
have been developed with little protest. But the prospect of an invis-
ible laser beam zapping human targets who are cooked and ripped 
apart in a burst of vapour is more troubling to some than, say, the 
thought of old-fashioned bullets doing the job. As military technol-
ogy advances, it often manages to clamber over political or social 
scruples such as these. But not always: much biological and chemical 
weaponry has been banned, and few have shown enthusiasm for 
manufacturing and deploying non-lethal rifles that would use a laser 
to blind but not kill. A special type of vehicle armour has similarly 
led to a moral dilemma.

For extra protection, armoured vehicles can be clad in bricks 
of plastic explosives that detonate if hit with an incoming armour- 
piercing warhead. This counter-explosion can prevent the penetrating 
projectile from reaching the crew compartment. But this generates 
extra shrapnel, which may kill people outside the vehicle. Thus, a 
quandary: attach explosive bricks to a vehicle to better protect its crew, 
or forgo bricks to better protect nearby civilians or friendly infantry.

In this matter, the interests of civilians seem to be prevailing. 
The reluctance of Western military forces to endanger civilians has 
even prevented sales of a special metal-free explosive brick that pro-
duces less shrapnel, says a spokesman for Dynamit Nobel Defence, 
a German manufacturer. Such concerns, cynics might suggest, are 
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traceable to another sort of technology. Mobile phones with cameras 
can, in jujitsu fashion, turn what appears to be excessive violence 
against the attacker in the court of public opinion.

To prepare for sorties in the run-up to the first Gulf war, the US Air 
Force needed to quickly retrieve about 500 containers on a logistics 
ship that carried five times as many. But tactical plans had evolved 
since loading, so the needed containers were not on top. The ship 
had become an enormous crane-operated Rubik’s cube. The puzzle 
was complicated by the risk of chain-reaction explosions: some con-
tainers could not be placed near other containers. Nor could they be 
offloaded dockside, for the ship, likened to a big powder keg, was 
unwelcome in Persian Gulf ports. Digging out the containers required 
30 days of expensive, around-the-clock crane work.

Eighteen years later, in 2009, a US Navy contractor hired to solve 
the problem unveiled a solution. BEC Industries, a Florida company, 
had developed a container-moving crane system that uses combina-
torial-mathematics software to work out efficient shuffling patterns, 
greatly reducing the number of times containers must be moved. An 
apparently unsensational breakthrough, then, can matter a great deal. 
In the same vein, naval folding-bridge systems will make it easier to 
invade a distant country. An invading force has often needed to con-
vince an ally in the region to provide a land base as staging ground. 
But “seabasing” equipment – including folding bridges that allow 
vehicles to be rolled from one bobbing vessel to another – reduces 
the need for a land base in the first place.

Tech-knowledge 
Assessing the military technologies of potential belligerents provides 
clues about who may be emboldened to attack and who is likely to 
prevail. Such assessment may also reveal shadowy politics behind the 
machinery of war – thereby promoting peace by honing diplomacy, 
arms-trade policy and counter-proliferation efforts. Insight into con-
nivance between FARC guerrillas in Colombia and Basque terrorists 
in Spain, for example, was gained after explosives experts detected 
the transfer of bomb-making know-how between the groups, says 
Thierry Vareilles, a former head of a French-army bomb squad.
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Technological sleuthing of this sort revealed that much of Iran’s 
nuclear equipment had “nothing to do with boiling water”, says 
Henry Sokolski, a former Pentagon official and member of a congres-
sional group called the Commission on the Prevention of Weapons 
of Mass Destruction Proliferation and Terrorism. Crucially, stepped-
up research into nuclear forensics, especially in America, might even 
allow a nuclear blast to be linked to the labs where the exploded 
device was designed or built. (Isotope combinations could serve as 
“fingerprints”.) Fear of retaliation, it is hoped, will discourage would-
be proliferators. Detective efforts will become increasingly important. 
The advent of small and affordable nuclear-power reactors will tempt 
more countries to develop potentially dangerous nuclear expertise, 
says Mr Sokolski.

Small nuclear reactors powered warships and submarines long 
before they became an option for civilian electricity generation. Now 
at least half a dozen American utilities hope to replace ageing coal fur-
naces with small nuclear reactors. Defence spending will continue to 
fuel innovation. Even the success of Israel’s tech industry as a whole 
is partly attributable to obligatory military service. Beyond learning 
to operate and maintain advanced technology, soldiers are heavily 
involved in implementing improvements to defence systems, some 
of them undertaken at their suggestion.

Defence spending can be especially valuable for developing 
seemingly niche technologies that the market might not otherwise 
support – a so-called vegetarian robot, perhaps, or lasers that beam 
up power to solar panels on drones. EATR, a robot being designed 
with US Department of Defence funding, will munch leaves and grass 
to combust for energy during long field missions. It could eventually 
lead to inexpensive home power generators that feed off garden trim-
mings. Using lasers to transmit power among devices in an industrial 
plant could be cheaper and safer than installing electrical wiring or 
keeping batteries charged.

In the coming years innovation will increasingly flow in the oppo-
site direction, too. Money can be saved by modifying or “ruggedis-
ing” products such as Apple gadgets and Sony’s PlayStation 3 – be it 
for delivering intelligence to a foot soldier or building a supercom-
puter. Taxpayers will benefit. Consumer-tech markets move fast, so 
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militaries will see the pace of progress quicken. That is important, 
because in matters of war, speedy and clever innovation can mean the 
difference between death and life. The first of the following articles, 
“Bombs away”, makes the point by relating the story of the efforts of 
America’s Central Intelligence Agency to kill insurgent bomb-makers 
in Iraq with unique “Darwin patrols”.
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part 3

The computer factor

MoST cyBEr-aTTacKS are akin to rowdy football hooligans looking 
for trouble, says David Lindahl, an expert in computer warfare at the 
Swedish Defence Research Agency, a defence-ministry body in Stock-
holm. “If they come to a locked door, they stumble along and move 
to the next one,” he says. In June 2010, however, a very different sort 
of cyber-weapon came to light.

The computer worm, dubbed Stuxnet, behaved more like a 
guided “cyber-missile” than opportunistic hooligans. It zeroed in on 
software that controls uranium-enrichment centrifuges in Iranian 
nuclear facilities, but left similar equipment elsewhere essentially 
unharmed. (Stuxnet was designed to spin centrifuges out of control 
while displaying normal readings to plant operators.) Iranian author-
ities acknowledged in September 2010 that equipment had been 
infected, and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) later 
reported that roughly half of Iran’s centrifuges that still worked were 
producing little.

Part 3 examines the diverse ways computers are changing warfare. 
They range from facilitating the spread of propaganda to enabling a 
form of cyberwar in which computerised weaponry conceals “kill 
switches” that an exporting country could remotely flip. Cyberwar, 
in its various forms, is central to many of the articles in this section. 
Stuxnet reveals much about the future of such warfare.

To begin with, cyber-attackers often remain anonymous, as did 
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those behind Stuxnet. Consequently, efforts to deter or control cyber-
war are bound to fail. (Victims may not even know that they have 
been cyber-attacked.) But Stuxnet, like some other cyber-attacks, also 
raised hopes that such “logic bombs” might reduce the use of real 
ordnance in war.

That optimism soon faded. In a May 2011 report on Iran’s nuclear 
programme, the IAEA stated that the main production site at Natanz 
was producing enriched uranium faster than before the attack. 
Stuxnet is thought to have been developed not by rogue hackers, but 
by America and Israel with help from European allies. The computer 
virus widely considered to be the world’s most sophisticated has 
apparently failed. This suggests that computer attacks will not replace 
real bombs any time soon.

If cyber-attackers find nuclear or military targets hard to crack, 
they might concentrate efforts on less-protected civil infrastructure 
(electrical grids, say, or mass-transit systems). It is not even always 
clear who should be responsible for protecting what, says Peter Pry, 
a former electronics-systems analyst at America’s Central Intelligence 
Agency. Unhelpfully, the Department of Defence and the Department 
of Homeland Security have wrangled over who should be respon-
sible for protecting certain infrastructures, says Mr Pry, also a former 
member of a commission formed by Congress to study vulnerabil-
ities in electronics-dependent infrastructure.

Caveat emptor 
To activate a secret kill switch, a command could be transmitted from 
an aircraft, satellite, or mobile-phone tower to an antenna disguised 
as a metal component in an exported weapon system. At least three 
countries that export missiles could transmit such override instruc-
tions to disrupt the trajectories of those fired by certain customers 
“in the wrong context”, says Jacques Quisquater, a Belgian microchip 
expert who has advised a foreign European defence ministry on 
weapons security.

Efforts to reliably detect kill switches in microchips have essen-
tially failed. As a result, arms importers increasingly “try to buy from 
someone who hopefully will remain neutral”, says Mr Lindahl of the 
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Swedish Defence Research Agency, which works out ways to defeat 
foreign weaponry. This fear of treachery will make it harder for Amer-
ican defence firms to clinch some international sales. America is more 
suspect than other arms-exporting countries because it has tradition-
ally used arms deals as “a foreign-policy tool”, in the words of an 
official at a large French defence contractor.

Defence contractors in Europe stand to benefit because their gov-
ernments are considered less willing than America’s to meddle with 
exported weaponry. Russian firms will probably profit even more. 
Russia’s permissive policies on arms exports will reassure many 
potential buyers. Iran may be an exception, says David Kay, formerly 
the top UN arms inspector in post-Saddam Iraq. He reckons that Iran’s 
difficulties in obtaining new anti-aircraft batteries from Russia are 
probably partly due to fears that Russian authorities might wish to 
affect their operation with a secret override capability.

As well as shuffling the cards in the arms business, computer tech-
nologies are providing new options for arms control. Weapons with 
kill switches could be shut down if stolen, notes a retired American 
army general who worked on technology transfer with Iraqi security 
officials in Baghdad. If a government armed by the West is toppled (as 
were Egypt’s and Tunisia’s in early 2011), kill switches could prevent 
a new and less-friendly regime from taking over certain weapons. 
The upshot is that computer technology, cleverly applied, can be 
used for arms control without relying on international agreements 
and inspections.

Put the word out 
Terrorists, it seems, have either been unable to pull off big cyber-attacks 
or have preferred to seek the grim theatre of physical attacks. But terror 
groups have found computers invaluable in recruiting extremists and 
spreading propaganda. The ubiquity of computers (including mobile 
phones) has so raised the potential of “informational warfare” that 
foreign support for revolutionaries protesting or fighting a repressive 
government often involves keeping the dissidents online.

America’s State Department has provided a $2m grant for the 
design of a wireless suitcase kit that could be smuggled across a 
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border to connect a wide area to the web. At a June 2011 press confer-
ence, a State Department official said that the reforming potential of 
this sort of edgy and “sexy tech stuff” places it on the “cutting edge 
of history” in repressive countries. Used skilfully, “liberation technol-
ogy” for communications can keep a revolution alive. But it may also 
lead to arrest or worse.

When Egypt’s regime shut down the web in late January 2011, 
some protesters fashioned makeshift range-extension antennae to 
get back online and build international support. In Libya some anti-
regime rebels have sidestepped communications blackouts by hacking 
cellular towers and improvising satellite web access for computers, 
often with foreign help. Revolutionaries in both countries have paid 
a price for their efforts to get online. In Egypt, security forces patrol-
ling restive areas with signal-detection equipment rounded up many 
users. In Libya, similar gear has been used to find and target rebels, 
notes Rafal Rohozinski of the Information Warfare Monitor, a Univer-
sity of Toronto think-tank.

For decades, computers have enabled increasingly precise “surgi-
cal strikes” with bombs and missiles. This trend will continue. A new 
type of computerised bomb can self-destruct in the air if its laser or 
infrared sensors do not detect a given target on the ground below. 
Computers may be poised to revolutionise warfare once again – but 
this time providing a very different capability. Computer systems 
are being developed to instil weaponry with a sort of artificial con-
science. The result could be fewer and less-damaging attacks.

Drone software in development, called Ethical Architecture, 
ana lyses Pentagon data about a potential target before a missile 
is fired. The software takes into account what a target is made of, 
what is nearby, and what the political or cultural repercussions of its 
destruction might be. With help from data on previous strikes, the 
system would warn its human operator if counterproductive collat-
eral damage were expected. The operator might then choose a less-
destructive weapon or angle of attack, or forgo the strike altogether.

Software that forecasts the outcome of a battle, campaign or entire 
war can also caution against unwise attacks. That is another reason, 
as the following articles make clear, that the role of computers in 
waging or preventing war will only grow.
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part 5

The road ahead

carl Von clauSEwiTz, a Prussian military theorist with extensive 
combat experience against the armies of Napoleonic France, described 
war as a “true political instrument”. In the state-against-state conven-
tional warfare that Clausewitz knew, victory on the battlefield works 
well, as he put it, to “compel our enemy to do our will”. The calcu-
lus changes, however, in the messy, irregular wars against non-state 
groups that crop up all too often in today’s weak or failed states.

Groups fighting technologically superior armies often seek cover 
by mingling with civilian populations. It is hard to force an enemy 
to bend to your will if its fighters cannot be found and killed or 
detained. Insurgents can hide among civilians even without having 
won their support. As numerous conflicts in Africa and elsewhere 
attest, armed groups may take refuge among a populace by coercing 
it, especially if the people are poor, with widespread robbing, raping, 
mutilating or killing.

Such, broadly, is the looming challenge for the West’s advanced 
armed forces, the subject of the final part of this book. Victory, ulti-
mately, is political, so military supremacy may mean little. The US 
military’s counter-insurgency manual, FM 3–24, describes this sort 
of warfare as “armed social work”. In counter-insurgency, you can 
win every battle but lose the war. By the end of the Vietnam war in 
1975, the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong had prevailed in spite of 
losing more than three times as many soldiers as their American and 
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South Vietnamese enemies. When the Soviet Union withdrew from 
Afghani stan in 1989, the victorious mujahideen had lost at least five 
fighters for each Soviet soldier killed, according to one estimate.

Might the West fare better in coming years? Some believe so, 
for two broad reasons. First, during the past decade of far-flung 
American- led counter-terrorism and counter-insurgency efforts, tech-
nologists have designed more kit better tailored to irregular warfare. 
As preceding articles have shown, Western soldiers will benefit from 
improved physical protection, will be fed better intelligence and will 
wield more effective precision weaponry, including less-lethal var-
ieties for fighting in civilian areas.

Second, the non-military technologies of globalisation will gradu-
ally make it harder for irregular forces to hide or thrive among non-
combatants. The kit and software that facilitate communications, 
transport and business are also spreading stability and wealth by 
connecting poor and violence-prone “off grid” societies to better-
functioning ones. As people become empowered and better informed 
they are more likely to reject insurgents and extremists in their midst.

Western powers, the thinking goes, will increasingly harness the 
spread of connectivity, courtesy of globalisation, to do more of the 
heavy lifting in peacekeeping or stabilisation efforts. Thomas Barnett, 
a former Pentagon strategist, says American officials increasingly con-
sider this sort of “frontier integration” as crucial to peace in the longer 
term.

The swamp drains 
Rather than seeking a decisive military victory, expeditionary forces 
can concentrate efforts on lubricating globalisation – by, for example, 
opening and securing trade routes and weakening obstructionists 
whose grip on power requires keeping others isolated, uninformed 
and disempowered. Today’s insurgencies and extremist movements 
are to some extent a painful but transitional backlash of globalisa-
tion, or “Westoxification”, as some see it, says Mr Barnett, author of 
a book about the subject called Great Powers: America and the World 
After Bush.

Might America, its allies and others now scale back, in 
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post-cold-war fashion – at least with the big-ticket “shock and awe” 
armaments that are of little or no use against non-state forces? In 
January 2009, Robert Gates, then America’s defence secretary, told the 
Senate armed-services committee that the United States would shift 
resources to building counter-insurgency capabilities, accompanied 
by less investment in costly “99% exquisite systems”.

Since then, however, defence thinking in America has shifted back 
to placing greater value on investments in expensive platforms – a 
view reinforced by the 2011 NATO campaign against Muammar Qad-
dafi’s forces in Libya. Mr Gates, speaking to NATO officials in Brussels 
shortly before leaving office in June 2011, said inadequate spending 
by member countries on warplanes and other advanced equipment 
was pushing the alliance towards “collective military irrelevance”.

Moreover, fears of state-on-state war have been growing in many 
parts of the world. A terror attack or skirmish, instigated by a govern-
ment or not, could kick-start war between India and Pakistan. China 
has reiterated its claim to Taiwan and small disputed islands in the 
region. Fear of Russia has increased following its invasion of Georgia 
in 2008. North Korea has shelled South Korea and is thought to have 
sunk one of its warships. Western countries and others, including 
Saudi Arabia, believe Iran seeks nuclear weapons.

The upshot is that many countries will be under growing pres-
sure to invest in expensive military systems for state-on-state con-
flict, in addition to manpower and kit for insurgencies large or small. 
Unfortunately for taxpayers, some countries will probably continue 
to purchase expensive weaponry even if unwarranted by the con-
ceivable geopolitical threats they face, notes Alexander Ioannis, an 
export official at Ordtech Military Industries, a company owned by 
Greece’s defence ministry that exports widely in sub-Saharan Africa, 
Latin America and East Asia. The explanation? The kit provides pres-
tige and “looks good in national parades”, says Mr Ioannis. Whether 
justified or not, spending on defence technologies, it seems, will not 
significantly decrease anytime soon.
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